Are you one of them?
Malaysians are spending more than RM 100 million yearly for termite control. About 70% of termite
treatments were done on residential premises, 20% on industrial buildings and 10% on commercial
buildings. Termites damage interior wooden furniture and fittings, exterior landscaping, paper products, and cotton cloth and clothing.

Searching for a SAFE and EFFECTIVE
termite solution?

Interior fittings

No Drilling

No Chemical Injection
Structure beams

Door and window frames

Furniture

No Chemical Spraying

Floor skirting and parquet

Paper products

Wooden cabinets

Paper files, books, carton boxes and newspaper

Trees and Plants

Cotton products

100% Termite Colony
Elimination Guaranteed
Visit us at:
Cotton clothing

Others

Shoes and rack

Ornamental plants or fruit trees

For further information, please visit our website:
www.mantegroup.com or call our specialist:

Wooden pallet
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Contact us for FREE Consultation and Inspection:

Mante Group Sdn Bhd (921755-K)
B-5-8 Plaza Mont Kiara
Mont Kiara
50480 Kuala Lumpur
Tel: 03-6207 5725 Fax: 03-6207 5726
Email: sales@mantegroup.com

With passion, We serve, We care

Mante’s 5 Steps Approach To Termite Control

Mante’s Termite Baiting System

In Mante, we handle our termite control in five progressive steps as follows:-

Only Small Quantity of Pesticide is Used

Step 1: Identifying the Infesting Termite Species
In Malaysia, there are at least 10 termite species possibly infesting
your property. Before we implement any termite control measure, we
need to identify which termite species actually invading your premises. This is because different termite species might required different
control strategies.

Step 2: Determining the Number of Hot-spots
Our trained specialists would run through your whole vicinity to determine
the number of termite active sites, we referred them as hot spots, found in
your property. At these sites, live termites or fresh mud works are normally
seen. At the end of this exercise, our specialists would show you the locations of the hot spots as identified.

Step 3: Installing Stations and Baits

Above-Ground Baiting stations would be installed at hot spots identified in Step 2 above.

Instead of using hundreds of liters of termiticide solution as per the conventional methods (soil treatment and slab injection methods), only a
minute quantities of poisoned baits is applied in our Termite Baiting System in a building.

It’s Very Target Specific And Safe

Termite baiting method is very target specific where poisoned baits are directly
fed to termites. These baits are attractive to termites only. Because of that, it
reduces contamination to the environment and poisoning of other non-target
organisms including human beings.

It Solves Termite Problem At Its Root Cause
Our Termite Baiting system is a thorough method as it is aimed to solve the
termite problem at its root cause. Instead of killing only a portion of a termite
colony, it wipes out the whole colony at the end of the treatment.

4 Stages of Termite Baiting Progress
Stage 1: Active Feeding

If required, In-Ground stations would be installed at pre-determined sites.

Before

After

These tasks are repeated until the treated
termite colony is eliminated.

Step 5: Monitoring After Colony Elimination
After the treated termite colony has been eliminated,
we would remove all installed baiting stations and
install a smaller size monitoring stations at strategic
places. We would monitor these stations regularly until the contract expired.

Stage 4: Dying

Stage 2: Slowing Down

Step 4: Monitoring the Installed Stations
Our trained specialists would regularly
checked all the installed stations. If baits are
completely consumed by termites, fresh bait
would be replenished in the installed AboveGround stations.

Intercepted termites completely consumed bait within
few days after installation. Our
specialist need to come back
and replenish bait weekly.
This stage would last for 1 to
2 months.

Before

After

The bait has shown some effects and feeding rate has
greatly reduced. Our specialist would come and check at 2
to 3 weeks interval. This stage
might last another month.

Stage 3: Gathering

Termites start dying inside
the station. From here until
total colony elimination might
take another 2 weeks.

At this stage, hundreds perhaps thousand of termites gathered inside the station. They appear sluggish and disoriented.
You might see blister-like growths on the
termite bodies. Sometime, you might
even see eggs are being carried
into the station. Our Specialist would
come and check at 3 weekly interval.
This stage might last another month.

